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Pen Portrait 2
Instead of a “pastoral letter”, we start this month’s magazine with a second
glimpse into the life of one of the priests who have been helping us through
our vacancy.

Richard Watson

I was born in 1940 into a large family (with
two older brothers and two sisters) in a
little village in the Vale of York, where Dad
rented a West Riding smallholding of some
60 acres. There, on reaching the age of five,
I attended Whixley village school which still
holds many wonderful memories for me. We
started every day with the singing of a hymn,
the reading of Scripture and inspirational
worship, which gave me (and hopefully
others too!) a brilliant start to each day.
I moved on to King James Grammar at Knaresborough, where I found
myself as a little fish in a huge pond. I left with eight GCE feathers in my
cap and still enjoy our annual reunions.
I left school at sixteen and started work as a Railway clerk. I look back
with fond memories of those days, where I came to terms with the precise
reading of Railway timetables, which were still referred to by many, as
”Bradshaws”!
In 1965, I married Margaret who I met whilst stationed at Boroughbridge,
and to whom our two sons, Harvey and Colin, were born in 1970 and 1972
After moving about, I became Stationmaster then in Freight sales and
operations before finally taking voluntary redundancy and ending up as a
local butcher’s delivery boy!

What led you into Christian ministry?

As a lad I attended Sunday school, the Church choir and bell-ringing team
at Whixley. At the age of I8, I became organist and choirmaster upon the
retirement of our regular organist.
On moving to Ilkley in 1970, I led the Sunday School and became
churchwarden at All Saints Church. Joining Bradford Diocese Foundation
Course led to my becoming a Reader in 1995. Ten years later, I was asked
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by our vicar, Rev Paul Tudge, to consider ordination. Following three years
of further study through the Yorkshire Ministry Course, I was ordained
priest at Petertide in 2010. Since then I have ministered throughout the
Deanery from time to time, particularly during vacancies, but primarily
serving at my home church of All Saints, Ilkley.

What you do to relax?

We enjoy gardening, where we feel closely in touch with God’s creation,
and I still play the piano and the organ, and try to keep fit by walking and
not too energetic cycling. Until recently I have been Chair of Whixley
Cricket Club and helped in fundraise for a new pavilion, following an arson
attack. Similarly I continue to apply to charitable foundations to fund
church restoration and re-ordering projects.

My Desert Island choices:
I would take stirring choral works such as Handel’s Messiah, Parry’s “I was
glad “, The Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves, and 150 psalms sung by Anglican
cathedral choirs, in addition to moving orchestral works such as Elgar’s
“Enigma Variations” .
I enjoy books that deliver facts rather than novels, so would seek to take
the best Encyclopaedia available, and a Bible Concordance, in addition to
the Bible and Shakespeare. Add Suncream factor 30+ for total relaxation!

Company: If I were locked up for a day the 2 human companions I would
choose would be Rob Bell, TV presenter, adventurer and engineer who
is so enthusiastic about his subjects, including walks along abandoned
railways, and so much more; and Melvyn Bragg who has an amazing
capacity to know almost everything about anything! He has an insatiable
appetite to discuss and share his wealth of knowledge about Christian
history and the immanence of God..
What would be your first question in Heaven?

Please can I meet Mum again and give her the thanks that I didn’t
adequately give her before she was called Home?

What advice can you give to us parishioners when we welcome a
new vicar into our Church family?
Put personal preferences aside, welcome him/her and share in his/her
ministry in a way that builds up the Body of Christ in this place., in word
and deed.
2
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News From Cononley Church
We would like to say
a big thank you for
everyone’s contribution
of toys for our toy
service on 5th December.
The Salvation Army were
very pleased to receive
them. There was a lovely
selection of toys and
they were sure to have
found a good home.
Due to the Covid situation we decided not to hold our Christingle service
on 12th December. We were very sad about this but felt people’s safety
was important so near Christmas. However, we thought we would give out
Christingle bags instead. We publicised this change as widely as we could.
On the day we decorated church with lots of lights and greenery and then
waited to see if anyone would come.
We made up 30 bags. These held a Christingle, an explanation of the
Christingle story, some sweets, craft activities and puzzles and a Christmas
story book.
We had an amazing time! People came and unwrapped our nativity
scene, wrote their name on a star, had a chocolate and received their bag
of goodies. By the end of the day, every bag had gone and people were
saying that it was the best Christingle ever. What an answer to prayer!

What is your favourite bible passage or hymn?
O Lord my God ... When Christ shall come with shout of acclamation, and
take me Home, what joy shall fill my heart ... How great Thou art!

The Word was made flesh and dwelt among us. (John 1 v 14)

For I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor rulers, nor
things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor
anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of
God in Christ Jesus our Lord. (Romans 8 v 38, 39)
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A silver trowel

Dorothy Reithermann has given us a silver trowel that she and Graham
bought several years ago. This generous gift highlights a very significant
moment in the history of “The Lang Kirk”.
The inscription reads,
“Presented to John Clough, Esq
on his laying the Foundation Stone of a pillar
in Kildwick Church January 18th 1902”

Much has been said of the long history of St Andrew’s, from the Viking
cross fragments of the tenth century through to the nineteenth century
porch. We know about renovations, but what is all this about twentieth
century foundations?
What part of our venerable church dates from the twentieth century?
When they extended St Andrew’s in the early part of the sixteenth century,
they paid scant attention to any building regulations of the time, Many
of the pillars and walls were laid directly onto the turf – and no work was
done to consolidate or fill in the graves in the area. As a result, the whole
of the East end of church was in danger of collapse. Had it not been for
the energetic leadership of the Revd E.W. Brereton, we would now be
looking at a truncated building and a pile of rubble.
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In May 1897 the inspecting architect, Mr Peterson of Bradford ordered
that “no part of the Church east of the pulpit should be used until
restored.” He added, “The chancel is in that state that a man could
not tell whether it would stand ten years or ten hours.” For four years,
however, nothing much happened beyond a series of meetings. The
parish was overwhelmed by an outbreak of typhoid and the vicar resigned
in 1899. His replacement, the Revd E.H. Morris, spent much of his brief
stay in France and on his resignation in 1901 the Revd Brereton moved to
Kildwick from St James’ church in Bradford.

At last, things began to move. Quite literally! Before even his official
institution, new plans were made and three months later work began.

One of the pillars (the record doesn’t say which) was cracked from top to
bottom and was replaced in its entirety. All of them were demolished and
rebuilt, re-using some stone, on new 6ft deep concrete foundations. The
foundations for the four southern pillars were laid on January 18th 1902
and the northern ones followed on April 19th. It was in the course of this
work that our Saxon cross fragments were found, buried in the collapsing
walls.
“Our” pillar, with foundations set by John Clough. can be seen on the far
left of the photograph – and that’s probably where we’ll display the trowel,
once it is in a suitable display case.
The story of John Clough has a sad ending. He lived in Steeton and,
though I know very little of his life, we can assume that, as he had the
honour of laying one of the foundation
stones, he was significantly involved in
the church and in its restoration.
The Clough dynasty is a significant one
in this area and I am sure that there
are those who can fill in parts of this
significant void in my story!
The sad part of the story that we do
know is that, just over a year after
laying the foundation stone, in May
1903, he visited Blackpool where he
was run over and killed by an electric
tram.
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The Accession of Queen Elizabeth II
On 6th February 1952, Princess Elizabeth
was staying in Kenya with her husband
Prince Phillip when she heard of the
death of her father King George VI. She
immediately returned home where she
was proclaimed, ‘Queen Elizabeth II’, aged
just 25.
Elizabeth’s succession to the throne was
proclaimed at an Accession Council which
took place in St James’s Palace and was
attended by members of the Privy Council,
the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the City
of London.
Elizabeth had not grown up expecting to
take on this rôle. Till December 1936, it was her Uncle Edward who was to
be king. On his abdication, the “royal family” moved to Elizabeth’s father,
George VI and, at age 9, Elizabeth became next in line for the throne.
All our celebrations this year will be focused on a June date that will be 69
years after her coronation! We are quite right to celebrate this year. It is
truly 70 years after she became queen but that was 14 months before the
Royal junketings of 1953. (It was estimated to have cost £1.57 million (c.
£44 million today).
I’m glad to report that the significant date of 6th February 1952 will not go
unmarked. There will be special services held on that Sunday (the closest
I know is in Bradford Cathedral at 3.30pm but there may well be others).
Across the country, church bells will also peal out in celebration.
Here at St Andrew’s, our bells will ring out from about 2.15 in the
afternoon when we will be attempting something that’s just a little bit
special. The relatively new band of St Andrew’s ringers make no pretence
that they are particularly special or clever but that makes it easier to
attempt things we’ve never done before. For this occasion we’ll try to
ring a full Quarter Peal (around 45 minutes of non-stop ringing) We’re not
getting excited. So many things can go wrong in a venture like this. Our
joy and celebration will happen if we get to the “That’s All” at the end.
Chris Wright
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Service Times
Kildwick
11.00am
9.30am
11.00am
11.00am

First Sunday
Second Sunday
Third Sunday
Fourth Sunday

Cononley
11.00am
11.00am
11.00am
11.00am

Bradley
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am

Most services are Communion or “Eucharist”. Those in blue are Morning Worship, normally led by a lay
member of the congregation. The Cononley service, led by a Methodist minister, is marked in green.

Readings for February

These are the readings set in the lectionary. They may be varied for individual services.

6th
February

4th Sunday
before Lent

Isaiah 6.1-8[9-13], Psalm 138
1 Corinthians 15.1-11, Luke 5.1-11

13th
February

3rd Sunday
before Lent

Jeremiah 17.5-10, Psalm 1
1 Corinthians 15.12-20, Luke 6.17-26

20th
February

2nd Sunday
before Lent

Genesis 2.4b-9,15-25, Psalm 65
Revelation 4, Luke 8.22-25

27th
February

Sunday next
before Lent

Exodus 34.29-35, Psalm 99
2 Corinthians 3.12 – 4.2,
Luke 9.28-36 [37-43a]

Plans for the future:

No definite news has reached the Editorial Office – but Tea and Toast
on Tuesday is scheduled to restart, perhaps in March, as the weather
improves. We hope that this will continue in following months.
In a similar vein, as the mornings become lighter, Flapjack Friday will soon
be restarting at St Andrew’s. Watch this space for news!
All villages will be planning festivities for the beginning of June – and at
St Andrew’s, plans are afoot for a Flower Festival on the weekend of 17th –
19th June. (A wedding on “Jubilee Weekend” caused the postponement.)
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Méditation
At the funeral, they played Méditation by Jules Massenet. I’m sure that
you’ll recognise it when you hear it. A consummate violinist and an
international organist made it a live performance to thrill; to savour; to
remember. And, yes, to meditate upon.
And yet... this was no “performance”. This was an act of love from two
dear friends, giving of their best, not just to Ben but to us all. Had it been
a performance, the growing grizzle from a three-month granddaughter
would have intruded instead of adding, as it did, to a communal farewell.
This tribute, delivered in the slightly “antiseptic” atmosphere of the packed
crematorium, spoke to me as eloquently of Ben’s remarkable life as did the
tributes we heard at the service and later.
More than that; this Méditation and its enduring echoes open to me the
path to reflect on my own life and how that should be lived better to serve
both those around me and my God.
Chris Wright

Crossword
Solution
(see page 15)
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Prayers for Sudan
As we look outside our own parish borders, we tend to focus on areas
that have special relevance to our own experience. At St Andrew’s, there
is a long-established link with Tim Lee and his amazing work among the
sometimes destitute children in the Philippines and it is right and proper
that this attracts our attention.
Another focus is to be found in the old Bradford Diocese link with the
churches in the northern part of the then Sudan – now separated from
South Sudan as a separate country. It is my privilege, on behalf of
the Diocese, to have visited the Christians in this torn country on two
occasions. I ask that, in February, you join those with a care for our Sudan
Link in praying for this ravaged country.
Chris Wright
February 2022
6th February
In a meeting with the US Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs
and the Special Envoy for the Horn of Africa, the Sudanese Sovereignty
Council has promised to hold a comprehensive national dialogue to find a
solution to the current political crisis. Pray that this is able to happen soon
and that the different groups involved will take part in a genuine spirit
of willingness to reach an acceptable agreement. Join with the Episcopal
Church of Sudan and all who are praying for peace.
13th February
Pray that political stability will come soon so that the hoped for economic
recovery and growth may go ahead. Pray for church communities, already
among the poorest in the country, as they try to provide help for refugees
and other desperately needy people.
20th February
Pray for those responsible for the administrative work of the Province of
Sudan and that building work on the Provincial Guest House can continue
as planned so that it can become an asset and a source of income.
27th February
Pray for the small Sudan working group as they try to keep the needs of
our Christian partners in hearts and minds throughout Leeds Diocese and
find ways to help and to learn from our fellow Christians. Pray that visits,
with all their benefits for understanding and decision making, may become
possible again soon.
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Reminiscence of a former junior bank clerk
I was shocked to see another bank closure has taken place when I was in
Keighley the other day. This is the second time in a year or so that the
Yorkshire Bank account of St John’s Church has moved, firstly from Skipton
to Keighley branch and now to who knows where?
It was in 1956, having left school that I decided to try my hand at a
banking career. I was posted seventy miles from my home in mid Norfolk
to Haverhill in South Suffolk. The Westminster Bank at 56 High Street
was a branch of five members of staff, so a junior’s duties were varied,
including keeping the coke boiler going and making tea (my first attempt
was “like drinking red ink” proclaimed the manager). There were no
computers in those days. Handwritten ledgers were for the branch records
but a machine produced the customer bank statements. Entries were
physically checked by two members of senior staff daily. Paid cheques
were kept and returned to the customer with their statements. A customer
could ask at the counter for a statement and I had to stop what I was
doing and produce statement and cheques whilst they waited - my record
was in their hand within two minutes. I would meet daily with fellow
local bank juniors for an exchange of “local” cheques, those drawn on
either Barclays, Lloyds or Westminster Banks, Haverhill – the daily “local
clearance”.
“End of year” accounting meant we stayed to rule off the ledgers after
closure of the bank on 31st December and various returns had to be
submitted to head office. The books had to balance that night - so it was
late into the evening before everything was finished. A sumptuous tea
was supplied by the manager’s wife from their flat above the bank.
Our second in command, known as “Chief Clerk”, was also a historian.
He was a difficult man to work with. During my time there, he revised a
guide to Suffolk and I bought a copy. I found a mistake, so took delight
in telling him of his error. “I suppose you have counted the words to
challenge the ten thousand words claim?” “No”, I said. “You have included
Gorleston on Sea, which is in Norfolk”.
He did not take this lightly, saying the original book was written when
the river boundary was followed. The River Yare split Great Yarmouth
from Gorleston, but even my mother, born 1907 in Gorleston-on-Sea,
considered herself Norfolk born and bred. The Manager was delighted
at all this, as he and the chief clerk did not get on very well! When the
Manager retired, he moved to Halifax, West Yorkshire, to be near his
daughter!
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Finding our new priest
As you will know by now, sadly we were not able to appoint a priest after
the first round of applications. Two candidates were interviewed from a
list of several applicants, but the interviewing panel felt unanimously that
neither of them matched the significant demands of our young parish.
The PCC met in Cononley church on 25th January to discuss with the
Archdeacon, Area Dean and Deanery Lay Chair what is to be our way
forward. There will be several updates to both the Parish Profile (the
Diocesan collection of facts and statistics which includes both a “person
spec.” and a rôle description) and the Parish Brochure (the parish-led
“picture” of our communities). These updates will reflect changes in our
circumstances since last September and they will also improve areas where
the PCC felt that the original document was lacking.
Several members made suggestions which they will submit to the editorial
panel for inclusion in the new documents. Notable among these is the
fact that (if all has gone well) the purchase of our new Vicarage should
have been completed as I write this! There were requests that some areas
should be strengthened, such as a desire for a priest who is well versed
and grounded in the Scriptures; and, sadly, there are some things that
will need to be removed. Currently, for example, we are no longer able to
offer the Chuffs toddler group at St Andrew’s.
A timetable was agreed. The new advertisements will be published as
soon as possible and an application deadline of 1st April set, with the aim
of holding fresh interviews before Easter.
Chris Wright

Incidentally, my lodgings had been arranged by the Manager with a
then recently widowed lady, who hailed from Leeds, my first encounter
with Yorkshire! No central heating and no running hot water - just good
training for up and coming National Service I thought. However, all army
billets had running hot water and central heating during the two years, so I
suffered needlessly!!
Happy days!

David Clarke
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Cononley WI
On behalf of the WI Members I would like to wish you all a
Happy New Year and let’s hope 2022 will be a much better
and brighter year for all of us.
We held our Christmas Party on the 2nd December in the
Village Institute and it was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Our January meeting was cancelled due to Covid but we are all looking
forward to our meeting in February so fingers crossed that will go ahead.
We meet the first Thursday in the month in the Village Institute at
7.30pm. We welcome new members and please be assured you will
receive a warm welcome.
Pauline Link - President
Cononley WI

Opening the Doors
Good plans, somewhat thwarted...

Despite the decision to open St Andrew’s doors
on a regular basis (on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays), this has proved somewhat problematical
as it is felt unwise to open the doors when there is a
vagrant sleeping on the steps. We are opening the
doors when it is possible, though this is clearly less
regular at the moment than we would like.

When the church is open (from about 10.00am till
about 2.00pm), do please pop in when you pass. You
don’t need to do anything (though you may want
to look around or say a prayer) but just the fact that
people come in and out will make such a difference
to the atmosphere in our remarkable building.

Chris Wright
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Across
1 Success or wealth (Deuteronomy 28:11) (10)
7 Forbidden fruit for Nazirites (Numbers 6:3)
(7)
8 Concede (Job 27:5) (5)
10 Look at (Psalm 48:13) (4)
11 Much in evidence after weddings (8)
13 Condense (Job 36:27) (6)
15 Breakwater (6)
17 Give a tan (anag.) (8)
18 More usually now called Pentecost, —
Sunday (4)
21 After living for 365 years, it was said of him
that ‘he walked with God’ (Genesis 5:23–24)
(5)
22 Trampled (Judges 9:27) (7)
23 For example, Miriam, Deborah (Exodus
15:20; Judges 4:4) (10)
Down
1 Arrogance (Proverbs 8:13) (5)
2 Roman poet from first century BC (4)

3 So rapt (anag.) (6)
4 Declare again (2 Corinthians 2:8) (8)
5 Paul’s ‘fellow worker’, to whom he sent two
epistles (Romans 16:21) (7)
6 God’s foreseeing care and protection (Job
10:12) (10)
9 Traditional form of Roman Catholic Mass
(10)
12 ‘The Lord... has given the — of Israel to
David and his descendants for ever’ (2
Chronicles 13:5) (8)
14 ‘My soul glorifies the Lord and my spirit
rejoices in God my — ’ (Luke 1:46–47) (7)
16 The central element in Nebuchadnezzar’s
dream, identified and interpreted by Daniel
(Daniel 2:31) (6)
19 ‘On this rock I will build my church, and the
gates of — will not overcome it’ (Matthew
16:18) (5)
20 City where Paul was under house arrest for
two years (Acts 28:16) (4)
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The Birds
in Your Garden
The British Trust for
Ornithology has recently
published various articles
describing their work with
Blackcaps, specifically those
which are increasingly
choosing to winter in the
UK. Then, for Christmas I was
given a copy of Mike Toms’
excellent book “A Garden
Bird Year” in which he writes
about the same topic. And
what happened next? The
first appearance this year of
Blackcaps in my garden –
initially two females or juveniles with their brown caps, and then a male
with his jet black cap. He’s still around – and is likely to go pop soon,
having spent hours each day hammering away at the suet balls.
The Blackcap is a somewhat stocky warbler slightly smaller than a
Chaffinch, with a brownish grey back, males being dusky-grey below, with
females and immatures a warmer buff-grey. Then there is the brown or
black crown that gives them their name.
They have long been summer visitors and breeders, departing to the
Mediterranean for the winter, but over the last decade or so they have
been recorded more and more wintering here. Tagging such small birds
is difficult as they must be recaptured to allow the tags to be read, but
ringing has shown that all bar a handful of the birds which winter in the UK
are from central Europe: birds which have also traditionally headed south
for the winter.
Why you might ask, would they change their habits? After all, migration
patterns are genetically inscribed, and a change would need a significant
impetus. It seems likely to be a combination of climate change – warmer
winters in the UK - and our enthusiasm for bird feeding. Why fly a
thousand plus miles when you can travel half that distance and be
handsomely fed to boot?
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BTO Garden Bird Watch observations from nearly 4,000 gardens were used
in a study which showed that wintering Blackcaps are only regularly seen
in gardens where supplementary food is put out, especially when it is high
in fat, such as suet balls and sunflower hearts. Give it a go! You never know
your luck.
Measurements on birds caught
for ringing have shown that
Blackcaps wintering in Britain have
relatively narrower and longer
beaks than those wintering in
Spain, suggesting that they have
adapted to a more generalist diet.
Research has also shown that
this new migration strategy has
become genetically encoded by
reproductive isolation – that is,
birds wintering in Britain get back
more quickly and mate with other
birds that do the same. Being fitter
after the shorter journey, they also
fledge more chicks.
What of the future? Over time,
changing environmental conditions
may threaten the viability of traditional wintering areas in southern Spain,
as well as making the migratory passage to the south more difficult. Any
new opportunities further north will thus become even more important.
Winters are also warming in their usual breeding areas in and around
Germany: all that might be needed to keep them “at home” could be
increased supplementary feeding in Germany, where at the moment, bird
feeding is far less common.
Could our summer breeding Blackcaps decide to stay here? Migration is a
perilous process. Only time will tell, but almost all our migratory birds are
under pressures of some sort due to climate change so we must expect to
see more of this type of behavioural shift.
If you find the lives of our garden birds to be of interest, and would like to
join in and count the feathered occupants of your garden, please contact
me or visit the BTO Garden BirdWatch website (www.bto.org/gbw). If you
know of an organisation no more than 30 miles from York which would like
a talk on garden birds, contact Mike Gray: gbwmike@gmail.com.
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Deadlines

Happy New Year!
(this is the first occasion to say that, really...)
The next edition will be for March 2022.
Don’t be a Mad March Hare! Get your news and articles in by

Sunday, 20th February 2022

Photos

Springtime means snowdrops! This month we’ve gone all-out on
these delightful symbols of a new year and new beginnings.

